Abstract. The problems linked with the extraction of the basic parameters of the hadron elastic scattering amplitude at the LHC are explored. It is shown that one should take into account the saturation regime which will lead to new effects at the LHC.
In the nearest future, new experiments will measure the elastic scattering amplitude at the LHC. We hope that they will improve the theoretical understanding of this basic object of hadronic physics. Now models predict a wide range of possibilities, for example for the growth of σ tot (s). However, we had such a situation a long time ago.
"With the construction of large accelerators, it is hoped that the mysteries of high-energy scattering will unfold in the near future."
Hung Cheng, Tsai Tsun Wu, Phys. Rev. Lett. (1970) .
Long after, we met the problems linked with different results for the size of ρ, the ratio of the real part to the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude [UA4 measured ρ = 0.24 and UA4/2 ρ = 0 The theoretical predictions for σ tot at the LHC cover a wide range, from 80 mb up to 230 mb. For elastic scattering, several models predict very different behaviours, such as, for example, oscillations, or a non-exponential dependence of dσ /dt on t [1] . These uncertainties are usually connected with the interaction at large distances.
Furthermore, it was shown [2, 3] that, at small impact parameter b, the overlapping function grows and may reach a saturation regime at the LHC, which leads to essential changes in the t-dependence of ρ and of the slope B. Hence, the measurements of forward elastic scattering will give us information on hadron interactions at small b and large distances. 
DETERMINATION OF σ tot (s) AND ρ(s, t)
The experimental analyses of the differential elastic cross section usually rely on the following assumption:
Let us note that in the fitting procedure of dσ /dt, one must vary at least four parameters, σ tot (s), B(s,t), ρ(s,t) and n, the normalisation coefficient reflecting the systematic errors (the fitted luminosity is n times the true one). Eq. (1) works reasonably well at low energies. At high energies, the elastic amplitude becomes a sum of many different diagrams which unitarize it and this simple behaviour changes. In some models [3, 4] , which describe the differential cross section in a wide region of s and t, the amplitude reaches the Black Disk Limit (BDL). This leads to a significant change of the t dependence of ρ and B, as seen in Fig. 1 .a and [2] . In this case, the standard fitting procedure by an exponential will give bad results. To see this, we can simulate data at √ s = 14 TeV from the model of ref. [4] , and then analyse them using an exponential form for the scattering amplitude. In Fig. 1 .b, we show the result: large differences in ρ and n cannot be detected by a change in χ 2 .
As a consequence, one can obtain very wide variations of σ tot depending on the input ρ, as shown in Fig. 2 .a. But the value of ρ at √ s = 14 TeV strongly depends on the model, so it must be included in the fitting procedure.
Note also that the slope of the differential cross sections does not necessarily grow with s [5] . Some models predict a non-vanishing spin-flip amplitude at high energies. Such a contribution to the differential cross section will lead to a decrease of the slope as t → 0. Indeed, let us assume that the slope of the spin-flip amplitude, F s f / |t|(t = 0) = τF sn f (t = 0), is ∆B/2 larger than the slope B 0 of the spin-non-flip amplitude. In this case, we have for the total slope [6] 
FEATURES OF THE t-DEPENDENCE OF THE REAL PART
In order to measure reliably σ tot , we need to find additional ways to determine ρ(s,t).
One possibility was given in [7] , which uses a particular property of the proton-proton scattering amplitude at high energies and small t: at a specific value t = t R , the real part of the Coulombic amplitude cancels the real part of the hadronic amplitude ReF
will have a minimum at this special point, and the value of t R may be possible to extract from the experimental data. Note that this is a generic property that does not rely on a given model. One has in general
We show in Fig. 2 .b what such an analysis might give, for the simulated data at √ s = 14 TeV, fitted by a simple exponential form with ρ = 0.15.
There can be some additional effects which change the form of dσ /dt. For example, there can be some small oscillations in the scattering amplitude which are predicted by several models (see [1] for a review ). One such possible oscillation with period proportional to q = |t| was analyzed in [8] . It was shown that such oscillations may exist in the experimental data obtained at √ s = 541 GeV, as shown in Fig. 3 .a. However in the standard fitting procedure, if we do not now the form and t-dependence of such oscillations, they are hidden in the statistical noise. In [8] , a new method was proposed, based on statistically independent choices. The experimental interval in |t| is divided into small equal intervals δ i . One then calculates sums of the differences between the experimental data and the theoretical curve normalised by the experimental error, for i odd or even:
The corresponding curves are shown in Fig. 3 .b. The statistical analysis has shown the existence of oscillations with a period ∼ |t| at a significance level of 3 σ . We can conclude that some additional research is needed. It is likely that the BDL regime will be reached at LHC energies. Its effects will have to be taken into account and one will have to fit simultaneously all 4 parameters n, σ tot , B(s,t) and ρ(s,t). To investigate the non-linear behaviour of the parameters of the scattering amplitude, one will probably need to develop new methods.
